Abstract. We extend results by Barnsley et al. about orthogonal polynomials on Julia sets to the case of generalized Julia sets. The equilibrium measure is considered. In addition, we discuss optimal smoothness of Green's functions and Widom criterion for a special family of real generalized Julia sets.
Introduction
Let f be a rational function in C. Then the set of all points z ∈ C such that the sequence of iterates (f n (z)) ∞ n=1 is normal in the sense of Montel is called the Fatou set of f . The complement of the Fatou set is called the Julia set of f and we denote it by J(f ). We use the adjective autonomous in order to refer to these usual Julia sets in the text.
Potential theoretical tools for Julia sets of polynomials were developed in [4] by Hans Brolin. Orthogonal polynomials for polynomial Julia sets were considered in [2, 3] . Barnsley et al. show how one can find recurrence coefficients when the Julia set J(f ) corresponding to a nonlinear polynomial is real. Mañé-Rocha, in [19] , show that Julia sets are uniformly perfect in the Pommerenke sense and in particular they are regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem.
Let (f n ) be a sequence of rational functions. Define F 0 (z) := z and F n (z) = f n • F n−1 (z) for all n ∈ N, recursively. The union of the points z such that the sequence (F n (z)) ∞ n=1 is normal is called the Fatou set for (f n ) and the complement of the Fatou set is called the Julia set for (f n ). We use the notation J (fn) to denote it. These sets were introduced in [11] . For a general overview we refer the reader to the paper [6] .
In this paper, we consider orthogonal polynomials with respect to the equilibrium measure of J (fn) where (f n ) is a sequence of nonlinear polynomials satisfying some mild conditions. In Section 2, we give background information about the properties of J (fn) regarding potential theory. In Section 3, we prove that for certain degrees, orthogonal polynomials associated to the equilibrium measure of J (fn) are given explicitly in terms of the compositions F n . In Section 4, we show that the recurrence coefficients can be calculated provided that J (fn) is real. These two results generalize Theorem 3 in [2] and Theorem 1 in [3] respectively. We also describe a general method to construct real J (fn) . In Section 5, we consider a quadratic family of polynomials (f n ) such that the Green function for C \ J (fn) is Hölder continuous with the exponent 1/2 where J (fn) is a real Cantor set. In the last section, it is shown that if we put some extra conditions on the same family we can construct homogeneous Julia sets in the sense of Carleson.
Preliminaries
Polynomial Julia sets are one of the most studied objects in one dimensional complex dynamics. For classical results related to potential theory, see [4] . For a more general exposition we refer to the monograph [22] and the survey [18] .
In this paper, we study in the more general framework of Julia sets. Clearly, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.1 are also valid for the autonomous Julia sets since one can always choose f n = f for all n.
Let the polynomials f n (z) = dn j=0 a n,j · z j be given where d n ≥ 2 and a n,dn = 0 for all n ∈ N. We say that (f n ) is a regular polynomial sequence if the following properties are satisfied:
• There exists a real number A 1 > 0 such that |a n,dn | ≥ A 1 , ∀n ∈ N.
• There exists a real number A 2 ≥ 0 such that |a n,j | ≤ A 2 |a n,dn | for j = 0, 1, . . . , d n − 1 and n ∈ N.
• There exists a real number A 3 such that log |a n,dn | ≤ A 3 · d n for all n ∈ N. We use the notation (f n ) ∈ R if (f n ) is a regular polynomial sequence. Julia sets J (fn) when (f n ) ∈ R were introduced and considered in [7] and all results given in the next theorem are from Section 4 of the paper [6] .
Theorem 2.1. Let (f n ) ∈ R. Then the following propositions hold:
(a) The set A (fn) (∞) := {z ∈ C : z goes locally uniformly to ∞} is an open connected set containing ∞. Moreover, for every R > 1 satisfying the inequality
the compositions F n (z) goes locally uniformly to infinity whenever z ∈ △ R where
is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem. The Green function for the complement of the set is given by
otherwise.
(d) The logarithmic capacity of J (fn) is given by the expression
We have to note that for the sequences (f n ) ∈ R satisfying the additional condition d n = d for some d ≥ 2, there is a nice theory concerning topological properties of Julia sets. For details, see [10, 20] .
Before going any further, we want to mention the results from [2] and [3] concerning orthogonal polynomials for the autonomous Julia sets. Let f (z) = z n + k 1 z n−1 + . . . + k n be a nonlinear monic polynomial of degree n and let P j denote the j-th monic orthogonal polynomial associated to the equilibrium measure of J(f ). Then we have, (a)
. ., where f l is the l-th iteration of the function f . In Theorem 3.3, we recover parts (a) and (c) in a more general setting. Even without having the analogous equations to part (b), recurrence coefficients appear as the outcome of Theorem 4.1.
Throughout the whole article when we say that (f n ) ∈ R then the sequences (d n ), (a n,j ), (A i ) 3 i=1 will be used just as in the definition given in the beginning of this section and F n (z) will stand for f n • . . .
For a compact non-polar set K, we denote the Green function of Ω with pole at infinity by G C\K where Ω is the connected component of C \ K containing ∞. We use µ K to denote the equilibrium measure of K. Convergence of measures is considered in the weak-star topology. In addition, we consider and count multiple roots of a polynomial seperately.
Orthogonal polynomials
We begin with a lemma due to Brolin [4] . Lemma 3.1. Let K and L be two non-polar compact subsets of C such that K ⊂ L. Let (µ n ) ∞ n=1 be a sequence of probability measures supported on L that converges to a measure µ supported on K. Suppose that the following two conditions hold where U n (z) stands for the logarithmic potential for the measure µ n and V K is the Robin constant for K:
Let (f n ) ∈ R. Then, by the fundamental theorem of algebra (FTA), F k (z) − a = 0 has d 1 · · · d k solutions counting multiplicities. Let us define the normalized counting measures for all k as ν
In [4] and later on in [5] , it is shown that ν a k → µ J (fn) for a proper a, in the weak-star topology where in the first article f n = f with a monic nonlinear polynomial f and in the second one f n (z) = z 2 + c n . Our technique used below is the same in the essence with the proofs in [4, 5] . Due to some minor changes and for the convenience of the reader, we include the proof of the theorem.
Proof. Choose a number a ∈ C \ D satisfying (3.1). Let K := J (fn) and L := {z ∈ C : |z| ≤ a}. Then, by part (b) of Theorem 2.1, K L. Moreover, since K is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem and K is equal to the boundary of the connected component containing the point at infinity of the set C \ K from part (b) of Theorem 2.1, we have (see e.g. Theorem 4.2.3. of [24] 
by Helly's selection principle (see e.g. Theorem 0.1.3. in [26] ). Let us denote the limit by µ. The set ∪F k −1 (a) can not accumulate to a point z in A (fn) (∞), since this would contradict with the fact that F k (z) goes locally uniformly to ∞ by part (a) of Theorem 2.1. Thus, supp(µ) ⊂ ∂A (fn) (∞) = K. Now, we want to show that lim inf
Using part (d) of Theorem 2.1 and the fact that |F k (z)| ≤ |a| for z ∈ K, we see that the following implication is immediate from (3.2):
Hence, by Lemma 3.1, we have ν
We use algebraic properties of polynomials as well as analytic properties of corresponding Julia sets in Theorem 3.3 . Let f (z) = a n z n + a n−1 z n−1 + . . . a 0 be a nonlinear polynomial of degree n and let z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n be roots of f counting multiplicities. Then, for k = 1, 2, . . . n − 1 we have the following Newton's identities:
where
For the proof of (3.3), see [21] among others. Note that, none of these equations include the term a 0 . This implies that the values (s k ) n−1 k=1 are invariant under translation of the function f , i.e.,
for any c ∈ C. Let (P j ) ∞ j=1 denote the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials associated to µ J(fn) where deg P j = j. Now we are ready to prove our main result. Theorem 3.3. For (f n ) ∈ R, we have the following identities:
Proof.
(a) Let (f n ) ∈ R be given and a ∈ C \ D satisfy (3.1). Fix an integer m greater than 1. The solutions of the equation F m (z) = a satisfy an equation of the form 
If we denote the normalized counting measure on the roots of
where (3.8) and (3.9) follow from (3.4) and (3.3), respectively. Since ν a m converges to the equilibrium measure of J(f n ) by Theorem 3.2, the result immediately follows. 
Since
Let us denote the normalized counting measures on the roots of
Thus, by using (3.11), (3.3) and (3.4), we deduce that
Similarly, by (3.11), (3.3) and (3.4), we have
) by using the fact that ν a m converges to the equilibrium measure of J(f n ) with k ∈ {1, . . . , d 1 · · · d l − 1}. Thus, the proof is complete.
Real Julia sets
In this section we consider Julia sets that are subsets of the real line. At the end of this section we give sufficient conditions that make J (fn) real.
If µ is a probability measure which has infinite compact support in R, then the monic orthogonal polynomials (P n ) ∞ n=1 satisfy a recurrence relation (4.1)
, assuming that P 0 = 1 and P −1 = 0. If the moments c n = x n dµ are known for all n ∈ N 0 then we have the formula
where D n is the determinant for the matrix M n with the entities (M n ) i,j = c i+j for i, j = 0, 1, . . . n. From (4.2), one can also calculate recurrence coefficients (a n , b n ) ∞ n=1 . See [30] for a complete description of the orthogonal polynomials on the real line. In the next theorem, we show that the moments for the equilibrium measure of J(f n ) can be calculated recursively whenever (f n ) ∈ R. Note that c 0 = 1 since the equilibrium measure is a probability measure.
Theorem 4.1. Let (f n ) ∈ R and m > 0 be an integer. Furthermore, let
where p m is the leading coefficient for F m . Then, the moments
where s k (F m (z)) can be calculated recursively by Newton's identities.
Proof. Let l be an integer greater than m. Consider the roots of the equation F l (z) = a where a ∈ △ 1 satisfies the condition (3.1). Then, following the proof of Theorem 3.3, we can divide these roots into d m+1 · · · d l parts of the size d 1 · · · d m such that the nodes in each of the groups constitute the roots of an equation of the form
If we denote the normalized counting measure on the roots of F m (z) − β j by λ j for each j, then using (3.3) and (3.4), this leads to
Since the weak star limit of the sequence (dν a l ) is the equilibrium measure of the Julia set by Theorem 3.2, we have
which concludes the proof.
Let f be a nonlinear polynomial with real and simple zeros x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x n and distinct extremas y 1 < . . . < y n−1 with the property that |f (y i )| > 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. Then we say that f is an admissible polynomial. Note that, in the literature the condition on the extremas is usually given as |f (y i )| ≥ 1. We list useful features of these sets that are needed in the sequent theorems.
Theorem 4.2. [12]
Let f be an admissible polynomial of degree n. Then the following hold:
where E i is a closed non-degenerate interval containing exactly one root x i of f for each i. Moreover, these intervals are pairwise disjoint.
We need a couple of lemmas for our primary result of this section.
Lemma 4.3. Let g 1 and g 2 be two admisible polynomials satisfying the following properties for n = 1, 2: (−1, 1) . For each of them |g 1 (z)| > 1 and g 2 ′ (g 1 (z)) = 0. On the other hand, for each j ≤ n 2 − 1, the equation g 1 (z) = y j,2 has n 1 distinct solutions with g 1 ′ (y j,2 ) = 0. Thus, the total number of solutions for the equation g 3 ′ (z) = 0 is n 1 − 1 + n 1 (n 2 − 1) = n 1 n 2 − 1 which is required. Hence, g 3 is admissible. It is straightforward that for the function g 3 parts (a) and (b) are satisfied. The part (c) is also satisfied for g 3 , since arbitrary compositions of even and odd functions are either even or odd.
Lemma 4.4. Let (f n ) ∈ R be a sequence of admisible polynomials satisfying the following properties for all n: 1] . In addition to this F n is either even or odd. Besides,
Proof. All statements except the last one follow directly from Lemma 4.3 and the representation F n (z) = f n • F n−1 (z). Let us show that K is totally disconnected.
If K is polar then (see e.g. Corollary 3.8.5. of [24] ) it is totally disconnected. If K is non-polar, then (see e.g. Theorem A.16. of [27] ), µ Proof. Fix n > 0. Let x 1 , . . . , x dn be the roots of f n from left to right in (−1, 1) . If d n is odd then x (dn+1)/2 = 0 and x k = −x dn−k ; if it is even then x k = −x dn−k is satisfied for all 0 ≤ k ≤ d n .
Let x i = 0 and P x i (z) := (z − x i )(z + x i ). Furthermore, let |z| = 1 + ǫ for some positive ǫ. Then by the law of cosines, the absolute minimum of |P x i (z)| on the set {z : |z| = 1 + ǫ} is attained at z = 1 + ǫ. Therefore |P x i (z)|/|P x i (±1)| > 1 + 2ǫ for any z from {z : |z| = 1 + ǫ}. Thus, using the symmetry of the roots of f n about x = 0, we see that |f n (z)| = |f n (z)/|f n (±1)| > 1 + 2ǫ on {z : |z| = 1 + ǫ}.
If |z| = 1 then |P x i (z)| attains its absolute minimum only at the points ±1 by the law of cosines. Hence |f n (z)| = |f n (z)/|f n (±1)| > 1 if |z| = 1 and z = ±1.
In the next theorem we use the arguments of the proof of Theorem 1 in [15] . Proof. First, let us prove the inclusion J (fn) ⊂ K. Let R > 1 be any number satisfying
If we show that |F n (z)| > 1 + ǫ for some n ∈ N and for some positive ǫ, this implies that F n+k (z) ∈ △ R for some positive k by Lemma 4.5 and thus z ∈ J (fn) .
Let |z| = 1 + ǫ where ǫ > 0. Then by Lemma 4.5, |F 1 (z)| > 1 + 2ǫ. Hence, z ∈ J (fn) . Let |z| = 1 where z = ±1. Then using Lemma 4.5, we see that |F 1 (z)| > 1. Thus, z ∈ J (fn) .
If we let z ∈ [−1, 1] \ K, then there exists a number N ∈ N such that |F N (z)| > 1. As a result, z ∈ J (fn) .
Letting z = x + iy where x ∈ K, |y| > 0 and |z| < 1 implies that there exists a positive number N such that |F N (x)| > 1. Since all of the zeros of F n are on the real line by Lemma 4.4, we have |F n (z)| > |F n (x)| > 1. Hence z ∈ J (fn) .
Let z = x + iy where x ∈ K, |y| > 0 and |z| < 1. Since K is a Cantor set by Lemma 4.4, there exists a number N ∈ N such that n > N implies that all connected components of F 
For the inverse inclusion, observe that K ⊂ {z : |F n (z)| ≤ 1 for all n} where {z : 
Smoothness of Green's functions
For some generalized Julia sets, a deeper analysis can be done. In this section, we consider a special real Julia set K(γ). We give a necessary and sufficient condition on the coefficients of given polynomials that makes the Green's function for the complement of the Julia set optimally smooth. Although smoothness properties of Green's functions are interesting in their own rights, as we see in the next section, optimal smoothness of the Green function of C \ K(γ) is necessary for the Widom criterion on K(γ).
Let K ∈ C be a non-polar compact set. Then G C\K is said to be Hölder continuous with exponent β if there exists a number A > 0 such that
holds for all z satisfying dist(z, K) ≤ 1 where dist(·) stands for the distance function. For a description of smoothness of Green's functions, we refer the reader to the survey [9] . Smoothness properties of Green's functions are examined for a variety of sets. For the complement of autonomous Julia sets, see [17] and for the complement of J (fn) see [5, 6] . When K is a symmetric Cantor set in [0, 1], it is possible to give a sufficient and necessary condition in order the Green's function for the complement of the Cantor set is Hölder continuous with the exponent 1/2, i.e., optimally smooth. See Chapter 5 in [29] , for details.
We intensely use the density properties of equilibrium measures. Using the next theorem, which is proven in [28] , it is possible to associate the density properties of equilibrium measures with the smoothness properties of Green's functions. Theorem 5.1. Let K ⊂ C be a non-polar compact set which is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem. Let z 0 ∈ ∂Ω where Ω is the unbounded component of C \ K. Then for any r satisfying 0 < r < 1 we have
For the convenience of the reader, we repeat the relevant material from [15] . Let γ := (γ s ) ∞ s=1 be given such that 0 < c < γ s < 1/4 for all s where c is an arbitrary positive number between 0 and 1/4. Set ǫ s := 1/4 − γ s . Let r 0 = 1 and r s = γ s r 2 s−1 for s ∈ N. Define inductively polynomials
Let us show that we can construct the same set as a Julia set. Let
Moreover with the constants A 1 = 2, A 2 = 1 and
, by Theorem 2.1 (c). From Corollary 1 of [15] , we know that G C\K(γ) (z) has the same representation for z ∈ C \ K(γ) with G C\J (fn) (z). Since J (fn) is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem, this implies that
By Lemma 1 in [15] , F s (z) is an admissible polynomial for all s. The set F −1
s non-degenerate closed intervals I j,s with length l j,s where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 s and s is a natural number. We call them basic intervals later on. We use the notations [a j,s , b j,s ] and I j,s interchangeably. These intervals are ordered naturally: If I j 1 ,s and I j 2 ,s are given where j 1 > j 2 then a j 1 ,s > b j 2 ,s . We always have the inclusion F −1
In addition, I 2j−1,s+1 ∪ I 2j,s+1 ⊂ I j,s where a 2j−1,s+1 = a j,s and b 2j,s+1 = b j,s . We denote the gap (b 2j−1,s+1 , a 2j,s+1 ) by H j,s and the length of the gap by h j,s . Instead of (b 2j−1,s+1 , a 2j,s+1 ) we use (c j,s , d j,s ) for H j,s . It is not hard to see that if we let 1/4 appears s times
for all s ∈ N. We denote the product γ 1 γ 2 · · · γ s by δ s . The next lemma shows that l 1,s can be approximated by δ s .
Lemma 5.2. Let K(γ) be given such that 0 < c < γ s < 1/4 for all s ∈ N where c is an arbitrary positive number less than 1/4. Then we have
Proof. Since u and u ′ are strictly increasing, the following inequality holds for all s:
Equivalently we can rewrite (5.3) as
Since u and u ′ are strictly increasing and (5.1) holds for all s, using the identity 1 − cos x ≃ x 2 /2 as x → 0, we have
for all s ∈ N. This gives the right part of (5.2). The left part of (5.2) is straightforward since u(at) ≤ a · u(t) holds for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/4 and 0 ≤ a ≤ 1.
For the case γ s ≤ 1/32 for all s, smoothness of the Green's function for C \ K(γ) and related properties are examined in a detailed way in the paper [14] . The next theorem is complementary to Theorem 1 of [14] and examines the smoothness of the Green function as γ s → 1/4. Let z 0 be an arbitrary element of K(γ). For 1/2 < t ≤ 1, µ K(γ) (D t (z 0 )) ≤ 2 √ t holds as easy to see. Let 0 < t ≤ 1/2 be given. Then there is a number s ∈ N such that l 1,s < 2t ≤ l 1,s−1 . In this case t ≥ C · 4 −s /2 and µ K(γ) (D t (z 0 )) ≤ 2 −s+2 since D t (z 0 ) can contain points from at most 2 basic intervals of level s − 1. Therefore, for all 0 < t ≤ 1, the inequality µ K(γ) (D t (z 0 )) ≤ 32/C √ t holds. If 0 < dist(z, K(γ)) < 1, then using Theorem 5.1 we see that,
is valid. By continuity of the Green's function, (5.4) is also satisfied for dist(z, K(γ)) = 1.
Conversely, suppose to the contrary that ∞ s=1 ǫ s = ∞. This is equivalent to the condition 4 s δ s → 0 as s → ∞. Thus, for any C > 0, there is a natural number N such that n > N implies that 4 n δ n < C. For any t < l 1,N +1 , there exists a number (D t (0) ). Hence, the inequality
holds. Therefore,
by Theorem 5.1 which completes the proof.
Homogeneous sets and PArreau-Widom sets
Homogeneous sets and PW (Parreau-Widom) sets are of special interest to the researchers studying the spectral theory of orthogonal polynomials. Especially, in the last ten years, there are many papers focusing on these sets. For different aspects of the theory, we refer the reader to the articles [8, 13, 23, 31] among others. For orthogonal polynomials and related results on K(γ), see [1] .
A compact set K ⊂ R is said to be homogeneous in the sense of Carleson if there is a real number ν > 0 such that
where | · | is the Lebesgue measure on the line and diam(·) is the diameter function.
A compact set K ⊂ R which is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem is called a Parreau-Widom set if j G C\K (c j ) < ∞ where {c j } is the set of critical points of G C\K .
A homogeneous set K ⊂ R is a PW set whereas a PW set has always positive Lebesgue measure. For the proof of the first expression, see [16] and for the second one, see [8] . A compact set K ⊂ R that is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem can be written in the form Our aim is to give necessary and sufficient conditions on parameters (γ k ) so that the Julia set K(γ) is homogeneous. The next theorem implies that optimal smoothness of G C\K(γ) is a necessary condition for K(γ) to be a PW set. Note that, since autonomous Julia sets which are Cantor sets in R has zero Lebesgue measure (see e.g. Section 1.19. in [18] ) on the line, these Julia sets can not be even PW sets.
Proof. Let l > 1 be an integer. The Green's function for the set D l is given by (cf. Corollary 1 in [15] 
As easy to check the set of critical points C l of the function 1/2 l log |F l (z)| on the set C \ D l consists of the critical points of the function F l (z). Furthermore, since
whenever l ≤ n, we have C l ⊂ C n where C n is the set of critical points for G C\Dn (z) on C \ D n . If we use the representation
we see that each H j,k contains exactly one critical point of G C\Dn (z) since at the end points of H j,k , G C\Dn (z) vanishes and the critical points of F n lie on R. Since G C\Dn (z) ր G C\K(γ) , the set of critical points of G C\K(γ) is {z : F ′ n (z) = 0 for some n ∈ N}. Using the fact that f
Using G C\Dn (z) ր G C\K(γ) once again, yields the following inequality:
Since, in order the right part of (6.1) to be convergent, the condition ∞ s=1 ǫ s < ∞ is necessary, the theorem is proved.
For the sufficiency part we use the formula for the locations of zeros of F s (z) (cf. Section 3 in [15] ). According to that formula, for any s ∈ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2 s , there are functions g i ∈ {u, 1 − u} such that
where i = 1, 2, . . . , s and u(t) = 1/2 − √ 1 − 4t/2 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1/4. For the case s = 0, h 1,0 = 1 − 2u(γ 1 ). We need a technical lemma about the length of gaps.
Proof. Since u and u ′ is strictly increasing, we have the following:
If s = 1, then h j,s−1 ≤ 2 √ ǫ 1 . Let s > 1 and f i ∈ {u, 1 − u} be given for i = 1, 2, . . . s − 1. Using (6.2), it is easy to see that γ s−1 (1 − 2u(γ s )) < 2 √ ǫ s . Similarly, In the next theorem, the rate of convergence of the sequence (ǫ s ) is very fast. It is in part beacuse the estimations used in the above lemma are very rough. The reason for this is that unlike symmetric Cantor sets, in our situation, the information about the length of basic intervals and gaps is very limited. (1 − (40a/9) k ) > 0. The diameter of K(γ) is 1, since 0 and 1 is contained in the set. Pick an element x from K(γ). Then there is a unique sequence of basic intervals {I g(r),r } such that x ∈ I g(r),r for all r ∈ N 0 . Now, let 0 < δ < 1. Then there is a number r 0 ∈ N 0 such that l g(r 0 +1),r 0 +1 < δ ≤ l g(r 0 ),r 0 . Let I g(r 1 ),r 1 be the largest basic interval including x and that is contained in (x − δ, x + δ). This implies that r 1 ≤ r 0 + 1. If r 1 = 0, then |(x − δ, x + δ) ∩ K(γ)| > Aδ. There are two different cases to be considered if r 1 ≥ 1: (i) Suppose that x + δ ∈ K(γ). By symmetry, without loss of generality, weThus,
(1 − (40a/9) k ))/2 holds for all 0 < δ < diamK(γ) and all x ∈ K(γ).
